


Display Logger Status Explanation

Startup The logger is starting up, the number 
displayed is the firmware version

Not configured
The logger has not yet been connected 
to the EasyLog Cloud, readings will be 

displayed but not uploaded

Setup Mode The device is in setup mode, ready to connect 
to the EasyLog Cloud

Connected to 
App

The device has connected to the EasyLog App 
as part of the setup process

Button Press Function

Short Press
Cycle between current, minimum 
and maximum readings, and any 

warning screens

Long Press
Reset the maximum and 
minimum values for all 

parameters

Short Press
Create an audit mark in the 

data record and initiate data 
synchronisation with the Cloud

Long Press Enter Setup mode

Short Press
Reset all active alarms (they 

will immediately re-trigger if an 
alarm threshold is breached)

Long Press Enter CO2 Fresh Air Calibration 
mode

-RM

Display Logger Status Explanation

Setup Fail
The device has been unable to complete the 

setup process, check the availability of your WiFi 
network and try again

Firmware 
Update 

The device is loading new firmware (you can 
check for updates on the EasyLog Cloud)

Update Failed The device has failed to load new firmware and 
will automatically revert to the previous version

CO2 Calibration 
Due

You should activate the CO2 Fresh Air 
Calibration process

CO2 Fresh Air 
Calibration

The device is recalibrating the CO2 sensor, leave 
it exposed to fresh air during this process

CO2 Calibration 
Failed

The device was unable to calibrate the CO2 
sensor, you should expose it to fresh air 

and try again

Device warning Press MIN/MAX to cycle through readings 
screens to see warning screens

Button Function

TOP BUTTON Mute alarm sounder 
(it will re-activate when a new alarm is activated)
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